
Year 1 - Spring 1 2022 
Explore With Me Through Sky 

And Sea! 

As Historians we will… 

 Develop understanding of the lives and          

significance of the travel and exploration of 

Christopher Columbus, Neil Armstrong, Tim 

Peake and Jessica Watson. 

Investigate the similarities and differences of 

each explorer and the technology involved.  

Key Vocabulary 
 

journey    explore    colony     discovery 

      moon      astronaut       technology                    

International Space Station        Earth    

    past          present       chronological        

As Scientists we will… 

Identify animals including mammals, birds,  

reptiles, amphibians and fish and compare and 

describe some of their features. We will think 

about the needs of different pets and become 

 familiar with the terms carnivore, herbivore and 

omnivore.  

As Readers we will… 

Clarify new words, make predictions, summarise 

what we have read, ask and answer questions 

about what we are reading. 

Read with an adult individually on a daily basis 

and read during our Read Write Inc sessions. 

As Writers we will… 

Read ‘The Way Back Home’ 

Listen to, create signifiers for and retell the story 

in our own words. 

Explore the feelings of the character in the story. 

Continue to develop descriptive skills by using 

adjectives. 

As Mathematicians we will… 

Explore, discuss and compare 2D and 3D shapes. 

Partition numbers up to 10 and identify a missing 

part when the whole is partitioned into 2 parts. 

Explore odd and even numbers and the differences 

between them. 

In PE we will…  

Learn different techniques to pass and control  

a ball using our feet. 

   Explore different movements to display agility 

and coordination when travelling and balancing  

In the Arts and DT we will… 

Develop our drawing skills through  

experimenting with different lines and smudging. 

Explore the work of Heather Hansen. 
 

Investigate different types of puppets to see how they 

are made, joined and move before we make your own. 

In Computing we will… 

Use algorithms to create and debug simple  
programs. 

 
     Continue to learn how to use          

technology safely and respectfully. 

In RE we will… 

Explore the key question ‘Why Worship?’ by 
looking at where and how people worship. 

In Jigsaw we will… 

Explore the theme, ‘Dreams and Goals’. 

As Musicians we will…  

Listen to and appraise the music ‘Mars by  

Gustav Holt.’ 

Play simple patterns with a drum and repeat  

simple patterns back. 


